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Additional fire department controller for  
Trendvario 4100 and 4300  
Only for electrically operated doors  
  
 
 
 
General information  
We offer a solution – where possible – if the fire department requests access to the lower parking 
spaces in the Trendvario 4100 and 4300 systems for the purpose of extinguishing a fire by providing 
the additional "fire department" controller described below. We would like to point out in advance that 
this is only a suggestion by Klaus Multiparking GmbH, for which the customer may have to obtain 
approval from the competent authorities. 
 
 
Description 
By default, the home position of the system is always such that on the entrance level there is no 
opening behind the closed door and access to the pit is not possible. 
With the additional "fire department" controller, a platform is not made available in a selectable grid on 
the entrance level, thereby creating an opening. Of course, this opening is behind the closed door for 
safety reasons! The specification about which grid is desired in this design must be made by the 
customer in advance before the controller is programmed. 
 
 
Operation 
The user selects a parking space using the coded key. The door is then opened and the user drives in 
or out of the parking space. The door must be closed after driving completely into or out of the parking 
space. Once the door is closed, the fire department opening is provided automatically by the 
controller. 
 
 
Door opening for the fire department  
Sliding door with electric drive:  
The sliding door can be opened using the coded "fire department" key. The door cannot be opened in 
the event of power failure. 
 
Roller shutter with electric drive:  
The roller shutter can be opened using the coded "fire department" key. In the event of power failure, 
the roller shutter can be opened using an emergency unlocking mechanism (key required). 
 
 
Scope of delivery 
 Special „additional fire department controller“ program at an additional charge 
 Coded „fire department“ key 
 Key fort the emergency unlocking device on roller shutter 
 
 
Note 
The components provided solely for the fire department, which enable the opening of the grid door 
(even under the risk of collapse) using the panel (coded "fire department" key) or the key for the 
emergency unlocking device on the roller door, must be kept in a safe place! These components must 
only be used by the fire department and not by unauthorized persons. 
The operator is responsible for these components.  
 


